I have been involved in calculations involving the effect of magnetic and density fluctuations on both lower hybrid (LH) waves as well as ordinary (0) and extraordinary (X) waves in tokamaks. The fluctuations considered could arise from either drift wave turbulence or TAE modes.
Lower Hybrid Wave Propagation
The propagation of lower hybrid (LH) waves in tokamaks is a subject of much interest -boththeoretically and experimentally. In particular, LH waves have been utilized experimentally1"8for both electronand ion heating, for the sustainment and rampup of the toriodal plasma current, as ,;'ell as in the stabilization of sawteeth instabilities. Even though LH wave penetrationis expected to be limitedto the r/a > 0.5 region in a reactor [due to the relativelyhigh central electron temperatures and densities], LH current drive may still be useful in the reactor regime in several applications dealing with current profile control. These applications9,1°include current profile broadening to maintain MHD stability,as well as raising the on-axis safety factor to q(0) >_2 in order to be able to access the second stability regime.
• Also, in the reactor regime, localized LH radio-frequency (RF) current generation may be useful for the stabilization of sawteeth (ro=l) instabilities. Hence, to ascertain the feasibilityof each of these applications,we must be able to accurately spectrum is peaked within the plasma. We have been able to interpret the hard Xray profile data from the JT-60 tokamak as giving direct information on the fluctuations in the plasma. The hard X-rays are produced from the collisions of the suprathermal electrons (produced by LH waves) with the background plasma.
From the 3 experimental chordal hard X-ray profiles for LH wave parallel refractive index nii = 1.29, 1.93 and 2.88 we were able to show that to recover these profiles one must take into account scattering from density fluctuations. For Alcator-C Mod parameters, we find that similar hard X-ray data could give some information on the magnetic fluctuation spectrum -even if these levels are down by a factor of from the density fluctuations. Thus this hard X-ray diagnostic, together with our recently proposed 15"17mode-conversion (O _ X mode) electromagnetic scattering diagnostic, should be able to give important insight on the level of internal magnetic fluctuations and so aid in the establishmen. _ of the interconnection between fluctuations and transport.
Electromagnetic Wave Scattering from Fluctuations
A mode-conversion electromagnetic scattering diagnostic 15,16 has been proposed that can distinguish between magnetic and density fluctuations -even when the level of magnetic fluctuations are orders of magnitudebelow that of density fluctuations. In particular, we consider the mode conversion process of O --X mode for microwave propagation perpendicular to the magnetic field. For perpendicular propagation, the O-mode is linearly polarized along B, while the Xmode is elliptically polarized perpendicular to B. Since density fluctuations are scalar in form, then cannot participate in this O --, X mode conversion. Hence any scattered X-mode detected by the receiver antenna can only come from tensorial magnetic fluctuations localized within the scatteing volume. We have considered nonideal effects such as finite angular microwave beamwidths, and conclude that these effects will not mask the magnetic fluctuation signal.
Bretz, at PPPL, is setting up to perform this experiment on TFTR after obtaining antennas with good polarization resolution.
